Aqua Meds®

ARMOR™
Treats two serious health problems of your fish
Helps rebuild damaged scales, fins and tails.

Plus

Armor’s Double Action treatment protects and restores your fish’s life supporting
“Slime Coat”

What is “Slime Coat”?
Why is it so important to the health of my fish?
The slime coat covers the entire body of your koi fish, acting as a “Suit of Armor”. The slime coat
shields your koi fish from the deadly bacteria such as the Aeromonas/Pseudomonas found in all koi
fish ponds. Plus, a healthy slime coat helps repel life threating parasites.
Any damage to your koi fish’s slime coat can cause serious bacterial infections. Ulcers (open body
sores) are the number one result of a damaged slime coat. All healthy fish need a healthy slime coat
in order to survive.

How can the slime coat on my koi fish become damaged?


Parasites bite through the slime coat to “dine” on your koi fish:

When the parasites drop off; they leave a hole in the slime coat, opening a way for the deadly
bacteria in your pond water to enter your koi’s body. Once the bacteria enter your koi’s body it
causes life threating bacterial infections.

 Sharp rocks or objects in your pond:
When koi chase one another during breeding season or become scared they sometimes hit these
sharp rocks and objects damaging their slime coat. Koi with parasites will “Flash” (rub against the
sides of your pond and rocks causing damage your koi's slime coat.
 Netting:
Every time you net or handle your fish you are causing damage to their "slime coat".
 Breeding Activity:
When your fish are chasing during breeding activity they brush against the rocks and sides of your
pond causing "slime coat" damage.
 Shipping:
When you're shipping koi or pond fish, shipping causes damage

Most of the deadly bacterial infections on your fish’s body
are caused by their “Slime Coat” being damaged!
Protect their life saving slime coat with Armor™
Pond Keeper’s Comment
"My fish had parasites and were rubbing against the sides of the rocks in my pond causing some scale
damage. I treated for the parasites and then treated my fish for the damaged scales with Aqua Meds
Armor.
I was impressed on how fast my fish healed after the Armor treatments. Thanks Aqua Meds for a
great product." -Patty G., FL

